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THE E-NORMAL STRUCTURE OF PETROV’S ODD UNITARY GROUPS OVER
COMMUTATIVE RINGS
RAIMUND PREUSSER
Abstract. For an odd quadratic space V of Witt index ě 3 over a commutative ring with pseudoinvolution,
we classify the subgroups of the odd unitary group UpVq that are normalized by the elementary subgroup
EUpe1,e´1qpVq defined by a hyperbolic pair pe1, e´1q in V. Further we correct some minor mistakes that exist
in the literature on odd unitary groups.
1. Introduction
In the second half of the 19th century mathematicians became interested in the normal subgroups
of classical groups, at first over finite fields and then over infinite fields. The case of finite fields was
of special interest because normal subgroups here yielded concrete examples of finite nonabelian simple
groups, which were important for Galois theory. In 1870, C. Jordan [11] showed that the normal subgroups
of the general linear group GLnpFpq, where Fp is a finite field of prime order p, are precisely the overgroups
of the elementary subgroup EnpFpq and the subgroups of CenterpGLnpFpqq. In 1900, L. E. Dickson [4, 5]
extended Jordan’s result to all fields and further to all classical groups. In the period 1948-1963, J.
Dieudonne [6, 7, 8, 9] generalized Dickson’s results to division rings.
In 1961, W. Klingenberg [12] proved that if R is a commutative local ring, n ě 3, and H is a subgroup
of GLnpRq, then
H is normal ô D ideal I : EnpR, Iq Ď H Ď CnpR, Iq (1)
where EnpR, Iq denotes the elementary subgroup of level I and CnpR, Iq the full congruence subgroup of
level I. If R is a field or division ring one gets back the results of Dickson resp. Dieudonne. Klingenberg
proved analog results for the symplectic and the orthogonal groups [13, 15]. In [14], Klingenberg tried to
generalize (1) to arbitrary (not necessarily commutative) local rings R.
In 1964, H. Bass [3] noticed that Klingenberg had made a mistake. What Klingenberg really had shown
in [14] was that if R is a local ring, n ě 3, and H is a subgroup of GLnpRq, then
H is E-normal ô D ideal I : EnpR, Iq Ď H Ď CnpR, Iq. (2)
Recall that a subgroup of a classical group G is called E-normal if it is normalized by the elementary
subgroup of G. Further Bass showed that (2) holds true if R is an arbitrary ring and n is large enough
with respect to the stable rank of R, including the case that R is semilocal and n ě 3. From that moment on
the focus of research changed. It was now on the E-normal structure of classical and classical-like groups
instead of the normal structure. Amazingly, it seems that today it is still unknown what the normal
subgroups of the general linear group over a commutative ring are (while a description of the E-normal
subgroups is available, see the next paragraph).
In 1972, J. S. Wilson [22] proved that (2) holds if R is commutative and n ě 4. In 1973, I. Z. Golubchik
[10] added the case n “ 3. In 1981, L. Vaserstein [20] showed that (2) holds if R is almost commutative
(i.e. module finite over its center) and n ě 3.
A natural question is if similar results hold for other classical groups. In 1969, A. Bak [1] defined
hyperbolic unitary groups U2npR,Λq which include as special cases the classical Chevalley groups of type
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Cm and Dm. He proved that if H is a subgroup of U2npR,Λq, then
H is E-normal ô D form ideal pI,Γq : EU2nppR,Λq, pI,Γqq Ď H Ď CU2nppR,Λq, pI,Γqq (3)
if n is large enough with respect to the Bass-Serre dimension of R. In 1995, L. N. Vaserstein and H. You
[21] gave an incorrect proof of (3) for the case that R is almost commutative and n ě 3. The proof can
be repaired when 2 is invertible in R. In 2012, H. You [23] proved that (3) holds if R is commutative and
n ě 4 and one year later H. You and X. Zhou [24] added the case that n “ 3. In 2017, the author [17]
proved that (3) holds if R is almost commmutative and n ě 3.
In 2005, V. A. Petrov [16] defined odd unitary groups UpVq. These groups are very general, they include
as special cases all the classical Chevalley groups, Bak’s hyperbolic unitary groups and the Hermitian groups
of G. Tang [19]. Recently Bak and the author [2] studied a subclass of Petrov’s odd unitary groups, big
enough to contain all the classical Chevalley groups, and classified the E-normal subgroups of the members
of this subclass. Also recently W. Yu, Y. Li and H. Liu [25] studied the E-normal subgroups of odd unitary
groups under a Λ-stable rank condition.
In this paper we investigate the E-normal subgroups of Petrov’s odd unitary groups. The main result
is the following: Let V be an odd quadratic space of Witt index ě 3 over a commutative ring with
pseudoinvolution. Choose three mutually orthogonal hyperbolic pairs pe1, e´1q, pe2, e´2q, pe3, e´3q in V and
let V0 be the orthogonal complement of the odd quadratic space spanned by e1, e2, e3, e´3, e´2, e´1. Then
the odd unitary group UpVq is isomorphic to the odd hyperbolic unitary group U6pV0q see [16, p. 4756].
We prove that if H is a subgroup of U6pV0q, then
H is E-normal ô D odd form ideal I0 : EU6pV0,I0q Ď H Ď CU6pV0,I0q. (4)
A priori, the notion of E-normality depends on the choice of the hyperbolic pairs pe1, e´1q, pe2, e´2q, pe3, e´3q.
Petrov has shown that it depends only on the choice of one hyperbolic pair, see [16, Section 7].
Furthermore we correct a couple of small mistakes that have been made in [16] and later were repeated
in [26] and [25]. See the remarks in Sections 3 and 4.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we recall some standard notation which will
be used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we recall the definitions of Petrov’s odd unitary groups and
some important subgroups. In Section 4 we recall the definitions of the odd hyperbolic unitary groups and
some important subgroups. In Section 5 we prove (4).
2. Notation
N denotes the set of positive integers and N0 the set of nonnegative integers. If G is a group and
g, h P G, we let hg :“ hgh´1 and rg, hs :“ ghg´1h´1. By a ring we will always mean an associative ring
with 1 such that 1 ‰ 0. Ideal will mean two-sided ideal. If x1, . . . , xn are elements of a ring R, then we
denote by Ipx1, . . . , xnq the ideal of R generated by the xi’s. The set of all nˆ n matrices over a ring R is
denoted by MnpRq.
3. Petrov’s odd unitary groups
3.1. Odd unitary groups. Throughout Section 3, R denotes a ring and ¯ a pseudoinvolution on R.
Recall that a pseudoinvolution on R is an additive map ¯: RÑ R, x ÞÑ x¯ such that xy “ y¯1¯´1x¯ and x¯ “ x
for any x, y P R.
Definition 1. Let V be a right R-module. A biadditive map B : V ˆ V Ñ R such that Bpvx,wyq “
x¯1¯´1Bpv,wqy for any v,w P V and x, y P R is called a sesquilinear form on V . A sesquilinear form B on V
is called an anti-Hermitian form on V if Bpv,wq “ ´Bpw, vq for any v,w P V . If B is an anti-Hermitian
form on V , then the pair pV,Bq is called an anti-Hermitian space.
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Definition 2. Let pV,Bq be an anti-Hermitian space. The Heisenberg group H of pV,Bq is defined as
follows. As a set H “ V ˆR. The composition is given by
pv, xq
.
` pw, yq “ pv ` w, x` y `Bpv,wqq.
The inverse
.
´pv, xq of an element pv, xq P H is given by
.
´pv, xq “ p´v,´x`Bpv, vqq.
Definition 3. Let pV,Bq be an anti-Hermitian space. Define a right actionà of the multiplicative monoid
pR, ¨q on H by
pv, xq à y “ pvy, y¯1¯´1xyq.
This action has the property that pα
.
` βq à y “ αà y
.
` β à y for any α, β P H and y P R.
Definition 4. Let pV,Bq be an anti-Hermitian space. The trace map tr : HÑ R is defined by
trpv, xq “ x´ x¯´Bpv, vq.
One checks easily that tr is a group homomorphism from H to pR,`q.
Definition 5. Let pV,Bq be an anti-Hermitian space. Set
Lmin :“ tp0, x ` x¯q | x P Ru,
Lmax :“ ker tr .
A subgroup L of H that is stable underà and lies between Lmin and Lmax is called an odd form parameter.
Since Lmin and Lmax are subgroups of H that are stable under à, they are the smallest resp. the largest
odd form parameter.
One checks easily that Lmin contains the commutator subgroup of H. Hence any odd form parameter
is a normal subgroup of H.
Definition 6. Let pV,Bq be an anti-Hermitian space. Define the map
Q : V Ñ H
v ÞÑ pv, 0q
Obviously
Qpvxq “ Qpvq à x @v P V, x P R and
Qpv ` wq “ Qpvq
.
`Qpwq
.
´ p0, Bpv,wqq @v,w P V.
If L is an odd form parameter, then the map QL : V Ñ H{L induced by Q is called the odd quadratic form
on V defined by L. The triple V :“ pV,B,QLq is called an odd quadratic space.
Remark. In [16] the odd quadratic form QL is not explicitly mentioned, but it appears implicitly in the
definition of an odd unitary group. Petrov calls the pair q “ pB,Lq an odd quadratic form and the pair
pV, qq and odd quadratic space.
Until the end of Section 4, V “ pV,B,QLq denotes an odd quadratic space.
Definition 7. The group
UpVq “ tσ P GLpV q | Bpσv, σwq “ Bpv,wq ^QLpσvq “ QLpvq @v,w P V u
is called the odd unitary group of V.
In the following we will denote the inverse of an element σ P UpVq by rσ instead of σ´1 in order to get
nicer-looking formulas.
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3.2. Eichler-Siegel-Dickson transvections.
Definition 8. Two elements u, v P V are called orthogonal if Bpu, vq “ 0. An element w P V is called
isotropic if QLpwq “ 0.
Definition 9. Let u P V be an isotropic element and pv, xq P L such that u and v are orthogonal. Then
the endomorphism Tuvpaq of V mapping
w ÞÑ w ` u1¯´1pBpv,wq ` xBpu,wqq ` vBpu,wq
is called an Eichler-Siegel-Dickson transvection or an ESD transvection.
Lemma 10. The ESD transvections lie in UpVq. Furthermore
Tuv1pxqTuv2pyq “ Tu,v1`v2px` y `Bpv1, v2qq and
σTu,vpxq “ Tσu,σvpxq for any σ P UpVq.
Proof. See [16, Section 4]. 
3.3. Principal congruence subgroups. The submodule V ev :“ tv P V | pv, xq P L for some x P Ru of
V is called the even part of V . We denote the Heisenberg group of the anti-Hermitian space pV ev, B|V evq
by Hev. It is easy to see that any σ P UpVq restricts to an automorphism of V ev (in fact any σ P UpVq has
the stronger property that pσv, xq P L for any pv, xq P L).
Definition 11. Let I be an ideal of R such that I¯ “ I. Set
Mmin :“ Là I
.
` tp0, x ` x¯q | x P Iu,
Mmax :“ tpv, xq P L | x P I,Bpv,wq P I @w P V
evu.
A subgroup M of H that is stable underà and lies between Mmin and Mmax is called an relative odd form
parameter of level I. Since Mmin and Mmax are subgroups of H that are stable under à, they are the
smallest resp. the largest relative odd form parameter of level I. If M is a relative odd form parameter of
level I, then the pair I “ pI,Mq is called an odd form ideal.
Remark. In [16], Mmax was defined as Mmax “ tpu, aq P L | a P I,B0pu, vq P I for any v P V0u. Obviously
the zeros should be removed. Further V should be replaced by V ev because otherwise it is not clear that
the level of an E-normal subgroup as defined in Definition 40 is an odd form ideal. In an e-mail to the
author Petrov confirmed that the definition of Mmax in Definition 11 above is correct. Unfortunately,
Petrov’s definition of Mmax was copied in [26] and [25]. In [25] this led to an unnatural definition of the
level of an E-normal subgroup and as a consequence to a very strange looking main result.
One checks easily that any relative odd form parameter M is a normal subgroup of Hev. The map
QM : V
ev Ñ Hev{M induced by the map Q defined in Definition 6 is called the relative odd quadratic form
on V ev defined by M.
Definition 12. Let I “ pI,Mq be an odd form ideal. The subgroup
UpV,Iq “ tσ P UpVq | QMpσvq “ QMpvq @v P V
evu
of UpVq is called the principal congruence subgroup of level I. The normalizer of UpV,Iq in UpVq is called
the normalized principal congruence subgroup of level I and is denoted by NUpV,Iq.
Remark. In [16], the principal congruence subgroup of level I was defined as the subgroup of GLpV q
consisting of all elements g such that pgv ´ v, pv ´ gv, vqqq lies in M for every v P V . Obviously GLpV q
should be replaced by UpV, qq. Further “for every v P V ” should be replaced by “for every v P V ev” (Petrov
agreed on that). The reason for that is, that otherwise it is not clear that in the hyperbolic case the relative
elementary subgroup of a certain level is contained in the principal congruence subgroup of the same level.
Definition 13. Let σ P UpVq. If I “ pI,Mq is an odd form ideal, set σI :“ pI, σMq where σM :“ tpσv, xq |
pv, xq PMu. This defines a left action of UpVq on the set of all form ideals.
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Proposition 14. Let σ P UpVq and I an be an odd form ideal. Then σUpV,Iq “ UpV, σIq.
Proof. Clearly it suffices to show that σUpV,Iq Ď UpV, σIq. Let τ P UpV,Iq and v P V ev. Then rσv P V ev.
Since τ preserves QM, we have
pτrσv ´ rσv,Bprσv ´ τrσv, rσvqq PM.
Since σ preserves B, it follows that
pτrσv ´ rσv,Bpv ´ στrσv, vqq PM
and hence
pστrσv ´ v,Bpv ´ στrσv, vqq P σM.
Thus στrσ preserves QσM and therefore lies in UpV, σIq. 
Corollary 15. Let σ P UpVq and I an be an odd form ideal. Then σNUpV,Iq “ NUpV, σIq.
4. The hyperbolic case
In this section R denotes a ring with pseudoinvolution ¯.
4.1. Odd hyperbolic unitary groups.
Definition 16. Let V “ pV,B,QLq and V
1 “ pV 1, B1, QL1q denote odd quadratic spaces. Their orthogonal
sum is the odd quadratic space
V⦹ V
1 :“ pV ‘ V 1, B `B1, QL`L1q
where
B `B1pv ` v1, w `w1q “ Bpv,wq `B1pv1, w1q
and
L` L1 “ tpv ` v1, x` x1q | pv, xq P L, pv1, x1q P L1u.
Definition 17. Let H be the free right R-module with basis te1, e´1u. Let B be the anti-Hermitian
form on H defined by BHpe1, e´1q “ 1 and BHpe1, e1q “ 0 “ Bpe´1, e´1q. Further set LH :“ tpe1x1 `
e´1x´1, x¯11¯
´1x´1 ` y ` y¯q | x1, x´1, y P Ru. Then H :“ pH,BH ,LHq is an odd quadratic space which
is called the hyperbolic plane. For any n P N we denote by Hn the orthogonal sum of n copies of the
hyperbolic plane H.
Definition 18. An odd hyperbolic unitary space of rank n is an orthogonal sum Hn ⦹ V0 where V0 “
pV0, B0, QL0q is some odd quadratic space. The odd unitary group UpH
n ⦹ V0q is called an odd hyperbolic
unitary group and is denoted by U2npV0q.
Definition 19. Let V “ pV,B,QLq be an odd quadratic space. A hyperbolic pair is a pair pv,wq where v
and w are isotropic elements of V such that Bpv,wq “ 1. The greatest n P N0 satisfying the condition that
there exist n mutually orthogonal hyperbolic pairs in V is called the Witt index of V and is denoted by
indV. It is easy to see that if 1 ď n ď indV, then UpVq is isomorphic to an odd hyperbolic unitary group
U2npV0q, cf. [16, Section 5].
Until the end of Section 4, n P N denotes a nonnegative integer and V0 “ pV0, B0, QL0q an odd qua-
dratic space. We set V :“ Hn⦹V0 and write H
n “ pVh, Bh, QLhq and V “ pV,B,QLq (hence V “ Vh‘ V0,
B “ Bh ` B0 and L “ Lh ` L0). We denote the basis of Vh coming from the bases of the orthogo-
nal summands by e1, . . . , en, e´n, . . . , e´1. Further we set Θ` :“ t1, . . . , nu, Θ´ :“ t´n, . . . ,´1u and
Θ :“ Θ` Y Θ´. We define an order ă on Θ by 1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă n ă ´n ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă ´1. We set ǫi :“ 1¯
´1 if i P Θ`
and ǫi :“ ´1 if i P Θ´.
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If v P V , then there are uniquely determined vh P Vh and v0 P V0 such that v “ vh`v0. Moreover, there
are uniquely determined vi P R pi P Θq such that vh “
ř
iPθ
eivi. Define a sesquilinear form Fh on Vh by
Fhpvh, whq “
ÿ
iPΘ`
v¯i1¯
´1w´i @vh, wh P Vh.
Then
Bhpvh, whq “ Fhpvh, whq ´ Fhpwh, vhq @vh, wh P Vh
and
Lh “ tpvh, Fhpvh, vhq ` x` x¯q | vh P Vh, x P Ru.
For a σ P U2npV0q define the linear maps
σhh : Vh Ñ Vh, σ
h0 : Vh Ñ V0, σ
0h : V0 Ñ Vh, σ
00 : V0 Ñ V0.
vh ÞÑ pσvhqh vh ÞÑ pσvhq0 v0 ÞÑ pσv0qh v0 ÞÑ pσv0q0
Since Vh is a free right R-module of rank 2n, we can identify σ
hh with a matrix in M2npRq. Instead of σ
hh
ij
we write just σij for the entry of σ
hh at position pi, jq (which equals pσejqi).
Lemma 20. Let σ P GLpV q. Then σ P U2npV0q iff Conditions (i)-(vi) below are satisfied.
(i) rσij “ ´ǫiσ¯´j,´iǫ´j for any i, j P Θ.
(ii) prσ0hv0qi “ ´ǫiB0pσh0e´i, v0q for any v0 P V0 and i P Θ.
(iii) B0pv0, rσh0eiq “ pσv0q´iǫ´i for any v0 P V0 and i P Θ.
(iv) B0pv0, rσ00w0q “ B0pσ00v0, w0q for any v0, w0 P V0.
(v) Qpσeiq P L for any i P Θ.
(vi) Qpσv0q
.
´Qpv0q P L for any v0 P V0.
Proof. (ñ) Suppose that σ P U2npV0q. Then
rσij “ ´ǫiBpe´i, rσejq “ ´ǫiBpσe´i, ejq “ ´ǫiσ¯´j,´iǫ´j
for any i, j P Θ since σ preserves B. Hence (i) holds. Conditions (ii)-(iv) can be shown similarly. Conditions
(v) and (vi) are satisfied since σ preserves QL and Qpeiq P Lh Ď L for any i P Θ.
(ð) Suppose σ satisfies (i)-(vi). It is an easy exercise to deduce from Conditions (i)-(iv) that Bpσv, σwq “
Bpv,wq for any v,w P V (hint: replace w by rσw1). It remains to show that Qpσvq .´ Qpvq P L for any
v P V . A straightforward computation shows that
Qpσvq
.
´Qpvq
“p
´1
.ă
i“1
pQpσeiq
.
´Qpeiqq à viq
.
`Qpσv0q
.
´Qpv0q
.
` p0,
ÿ
iăj
v¯iǫipσ´i,j ´ δ´i,jqv´iq `
ÿ
iăj
v¯iǫipσ´i,j ´ δ´i,jqv´iq
.
` p0,
ÿ
iPΘ
v¯iǫipσ
0hv0q´i `
ÿ
iPΘ
v¯iǫipσ0hv0q´iq. (5)
It follows from (v) and (vi) that Qpσvq
.
´Qpvq P L. 
Definition 21. Let H0 be the Heisenberg group of the anti-Hermitian space pV0, B0q. Define the map
Q0 : V Ñ H0
v ÞÑ pv0,´Fhpvh, vhqq
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One checks easily that.
Q0pvxq “ Q0pvq à x @v P V, x P R and
Q0pv ` wq “ Q0pvq
.
`Q0pwq
.
´ p0, Bpv,wq ` Fhpwh, vhq ` Fhpwh, vhqq @v,w P V.
Lemma 22. Let v,w P V . Then Qpvq ” Qpwq mod L ô Q0pvq ” Q0pwq mod L0.
Proof. Clearly
Qpvq
.
´Qpwq P L
ô pv ´ w,Bpw ´ v,wqq P L
ô pv ´ w,Bpw ´ v,wqq
.
´ pvh ´ wh, FH pvh ´ wh, vh ´ whqq P L
ô Q0pv ´ wq
.
` p0, Bpw ´ v,wqq P L
ô Q0pv ´ wq
.
` p0, Bpw ´ v,wqq P L0
(note that pvh ´wh, FHpvh ´ wh, vh ´ whqq P Lh Ď L). One checks easily that
Q0pv ´ wq
.
` p0, Bpw ´ v,wqq
.
´ pQ0pvq
.
´Q0pwqq
“p0,´Fhpwh, wh ´ vhq ´ Fhpwh, wh ´ vhqq P pL0qmin Ď L0.
The assertion of the lemma follows. 
Proposition 23. Let σ P GLpV q. Then σ P U2npV0q iff Conditions (i)-(vi) below are satisfied.
(i) rσij “ ´ǫiσ¯´j,´iǫ´j for any i, j P Θ.
(ii) prσ0hv0qi “ ´ǫiB0pσh0e´i, v0q for any v0 P V0 and i P Θ.
(iii) B0pv0, rσh0eiq “ pσv0q´iǫ´i for any v0 P V0 and i P Θ.
(iv) B0pv0, rσ00w0q “ B0pσ00v0, w0q for any v0, w0 P V0.
(v) Q0pσeiq P L0 for any i P Θ.
(vi) Q0pσv0q
.
´Q0pv0q P L0 for any v0 P V0.
Proof. Follows from the Lemmas 20 and 22. 
4.2. The elementary subgroup and relative elementary subgroups.
Definition 24. If i, j P Θ, i ‰ ˘j and x P R, then the ESD transvection
Tijpxq :“ Te´j ,´eixǫjp0q
is called an elementary short root transvection. If i P Θ and pv0, xq P L0, then the ESD transvection
Tipv0, xq :“ Tei,vǫ´ipǫ¯´i1¯
´1xǫ´iq
is called an elementary extra short root transvection. If an element of U2npV0q is an elementary short
or extra short root transvection, then it is called an elementary transvection. The subgroup of U2npV0q
generated by all elementary transvections is called the elementary subgroup of U2npV0q and is denoted by
EU2npV0q.
One checks easily that an elementary short root transvection Tijpxq maps
ek ÞÑ ek pk ‰ ´i, jq, e´i ÞÑ e´i ` e´jǫ´jx¯ǫi, ej ÞÑ ej ` eix, w0 ÞÑ w0 pw0 P V0q.
Hence
T hhij pxq “ e` e
ijx` e´j,´iǫ´j x¯ǫi, T
h0
ij pxq “ 0 “ T
0h
ij pxq, T
00
ij pxq “ idV0
where e denotes the identity matrix in M2npRq and e
pq the matrix in M2npRq with a 1 at position pp, qq
and zeros elsewhere.
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One checks easily that an elementary extra short root transvection Tipv0, xq maps
ek ÞÑ ek pk ‰ ´iq, e´i ÞÑ e´i ` eiǫix´ v0, w0 ÞÑ w0 ´ eiǫiB0pv0, w0q pw0 P V0q.
Hence
T hhi pv0, xq “ e` e
i,´iǫix, T
h0
i pv0, xqwh “ ´v0w´i pwh P Vhq,
T 0hi pv0, xqw0 “ ´eiǫiB0pv0, w0q pw0 P V0q, T
00
i pv0, xq “ idV0 .
Lemma 25. The following relations hold for the elementary transvections.
Tijpxq “ T´j,´ipǫ´j x¯ǫiq, (R0)
TijpxqTijpyq “ Tijpx` yq, (R1)
Tipv0, xqTipw0, yq “ Tippv0, xq
.
` pw0, yqq, (R2)
rTijpxq, Thkpyqs “ idV if h ‰ j,´i and k ‰ i,´j, (R3)
rTipv0, xq, Tjkpyqs “ idV if i ‰ ´j, k, (R4)
rTijpxq, Tjkpyqs “ Tikpxyq if i ‰ ˘k, (R5)
rTipv0, xq, Tjpw0, yqs “ Ti,´jpǫiB0pv0, w0qq if i ‰ ˘j, (R6)
rTipv0, xq, Tipw0, yqs “ Tip0, B0pv0, w0q `B0pv0, w0qq, (R7)
rTipv0, xq, T´i,jpyqs “ TijpǫixyqT´jppv0,´x¯q à yq and (R8)
rTijpxq, Tj,´ipyqs “ Tip0,´ǫ´i1¯xy ´ ǫ´i1¯xyq. (R9)
Proof. Straightforward computation. 
Definition 26. If i, j P Θ such that i ‰ ˘j, then the element
Pij :“ Tijp1qTjip´1qTijp1q
of EU2npV0q is called an elementary permutation. One checks easily that
P hhij “ e´ e
ii ´ ejj ´ e´i,´i ´ e´j,´j ` eij ´ eji ` e´i,´jǫ´iǫ
´1
´j ´ e
´j,´iǫ´jǫ
´1
´i ,
P h0ij “ 0 “ P
0h
ij , P
00
ij “ idV0 .
It is easy to show that rPij “ Pji.
Lemma 27. Let i, j, k P Θ such that i ‰ ˘j and k ‰ ˘i,˘j. Let x P R and pv0, xq P L0. Then
(i) PkiTijpxq “ Tkjpxq,
(ii) PkjTijpxq “ Tikpxq and
(iii) P´k,´iTipv0, xq “ Tkpv0, xq.
Proof. Follows from the relations in Lemma 25. 
Definition 28. Let I0 “ pI,M0q denote an odd form ideal on V0. An elementary short root transvection
Tijpxq is called I0-elementary if x P I. An elementary extra short root transvection Tipξq is called I0-
elementary if ξ PM0. If an element of U2npV0q is an I0-elementary short or extra short root transvection,
then it is called an I0-elementary transvection. The subgroup EU2npI0q of EU2npV0q generated by the I0-
elementary transvections is called the preelementary subgroup of level I0. Its normal closure EU2npV0,I0q
in EU2npV0q is called the elementary subgroup of level I0.
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4.3. Congruence subgroups. If I0 “ pI,M0q is an odd form ideal on V0, then I :“ pI,Mq where
M “ Lh à I
.
`M0 is an odd form ideal on V. Conversely, if I “ pI,Mq is an odd form ideal on V, then
I0 :“ pI,M0q where M0 “ tQ
0pvq
.
` p0, xq | pv, xq P Mu is an odd form ideal on V0. This yields a 1-1
corespondence between odd form ideals on V0 and odd form ideals on V.
In this subsection I0 “ pI,M0q denotes an form ideal on V0 and I “ pI,Mq the corresponding odd
form ideal on V. We denote the principal congruence subgroup UpV,Iq by U2npV0,I0q and the normalized
principal congruence subgroup NUpV,Iq by NU2npV0,I0q. The even part of V0 is denoted by V
ev
0 .
Lemma 29. Let σ P U2npV0q. Then σ P U2npV0,I0q iff Conditions (i) and (ii) below are satisfied.
(i) Qpσeiq
.
´Qpeiq PM for any i P Θ.
(ii) Qpσv0q
.
´Qpv0q PM for any v0 P V
ev
0 .
Proof. (ñ) Suppose that σ P U2npV0,I0q. Then clearly Qpσeiq
.
´Qpeiq P M for any i P Θ and Qpσv0q
.
´
Qpv0q PM for any v0 P V
ev
0 since σ preserves QM.
(ð) Suppose that Conditions (i) and (ii) are satisfied. If i P Θ, then Qpσeiq
.
´ Qpeiq “ pσei ´ ei, xq
for some x P R. Since Qpσeiq
.
´ Qpeiq P M Ď Mmax, it follows that Bpej , σei ´ eiq P I for any j P Θ.
But one checks easily that Bpej , σei ´ eiq “ ´ǫ
´1
´jpσ´j,i ´ δ´j,iq. Thus σ
hh ” e mod I. If v0 P V
ev
0 ,
then Qpσv0q
.
´Qpv0q “ pσv0 ´ v0, xq for some x P R. Since Qpσv0q
.
´Qpv0q P M Ď Mmax, it follows that
Bpej, σv0´v0q P I for any j P Θ. But one checks easily that Bpej, σv0´v0q “ ´ǫ
´1
´jpσ
0hv0q´j and therefore
pσ0hv0q´j P I. Now it follows from Equation (5) in the proof of Lemma 20 that Qpσvq
.
´Qpvq PM for any
v P V ev. Thus σ P U2npV0,I0q. 
Lemma 30. Let v,w P V such that vh ´ wh P VhI (i.e. vi ´ wi P I for any i P Θ). Then
Qpvq ” Qpwq mod M ô Q0pvq ” Q0pwq mod M0.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 22. 
Proposition 31. Let σ P U2npV0q. Then σ P U2npV0,I0q iff the Conditions (i)-(iii) below are satisfied.
(i) σhh ” e mod I.
(ii) Q0pσeiq PM0 for any i P Θ.
(iii) Q0pσv0q
.
´Q0pv0q PM0 for any v0 P V
ev
0
.
Proof. Follows from the Lemmas 29 and 30. 
Corollary 32. EU2npI0q Ď U2npV0,I0q
Proof. One checks easily that any I0-elementary transvection satisfies Conditions (i)-(iii) in Proposition
31. 
Corollary 33. Let N0 Ď L0 be another relative odd form parameter of level I. Then
U2npV0, pI,M0qq “ U2npV0, pI,N0qq ô M0 “ N0.
Proof. Suppose that U2npV0, pI,M0qq “ U2npV0, pI,N0qq. Let pv0, xq P M0. Then T´1pv0, xq P U2npV0,
pI,M0qq “ U2npV0, pI,N0qq by the previous corollary. It follows from Proposition 31 that p´v0, xq “
Q0pT´1pv0, xqe1q P N0. Hence pv0, xq “ p´v0, xq à p´1q P N0 and therefore we have shown M0 Ď N0.
Analogously one can show that N0 ĎM0. 
By Definition 13 we have a left action of U2npV0q on the set of all form ideals on V. This action induces
a left action of U2npV0q on the set of all form ideals on V0, given by pσ,I0q ÞÑ
σI0 :“ pI,
σM0q where
σM0 “ tQ
0pσv0q
.
` p0, xq | pv0, xq PM0u.
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Proposition 34. NU2npV0,I0q “ tσ P U2npV0q |
σI0 “ I0u.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 14 and Corollary 33. 
Remark. On page 4760 in [16], Petrov defined the set U˜pV, qq :“ tg P UpV, qq | pgw, aq P I @pw, aq P Iu
and claimed that it is a group. But is is not clear that U˜pV, qq is closed under taking inverses. In an
e-mail to the author, Petrov wrote that he “probably missed the condition that every g from U˜pV, qq must
preserve U (that is gU “ U)” where U is the submodule of V generated by V I and all elements v P V
such that pv, xq PM for some x P I. After making this correction, U˜pV, qq conincides with the normalized
principal subgroup NU2npV0,I0q (follows from Proposition 34 above).
Corollary 35. EU2npV0q Ď NU2npV0,I0q.
Proof. Let σ be an elementary transvection. Then Q0pσv0q “ Q
0pv0q for any v0 P V0 (see the two para-
graphs after Definition 24). Hence σI0 “ I0. 
Corollary 36. EU2npV0,I0q Ď U2npV0,I0q.
Proof. Follows from Corollaries 32 and 35. 
Definition 37. The subgroup
CU2npV0,I0q :“ tσ P NU2npV0,I0q | rσ,EU2npV0qs Ď U2npV0,I0qu
of U2npV0q is called the full congruence subgroup of level I0.
4.4. The standard commutator formula. In this subsection we assume that R is commutative and
n ě 3. Further I0 denotes an odd form ideal on V0.
Theorem 38 (V. A. Petrov, 2005). EU2npV0,I0q is a normal subgroup of NU2npV0,I0q and the standard
commutator formula
rCU2npV0,I0q,EU2npV0qs “ rEU2npV0,I0q,EU2npV0qs “ EU2npV0,I0q
holds. In particular from the absolute case I0 “ pR,L0q it follows that EU2npV0q is perfect and normal in
U2npV0q
Proof. Follows from [16, Proposition 4 and Corollary on page 4765] and [18, Lemma 1] (note that in [16]
the full congruence subgroup is defined a little differently). 
Corollary 39. If σ P U2npV0q, then
σ EU2npV0,I0q “ EU2npV0,
σ
I0q
and
σ CU2npV0,I0q “ CU2npV0,
σI0q.
Further NU2npV0,I0q is the normalizer of EU2npV0,I0q and of CU2npV0,I0q.
Proof. Follows from Proposition 14 and the standard commutator formula in Theorem 38. 
Definition 40. A subgroupH of U2npV0q is called E-normal iff it is normalized by the elementary subgroup
EU2npV0q. Suppose H is an E-normal subgroup of U2npV0q. Set
I :“ tx P R | Tijpxq P H for some i, j P Θu
and
M0 :“ tpv0, yq P L0 | Tipv0, yq P H for some i P Θu.
Then I0 :“ pI,M0q is an odd form ideal on V0 such that EU2npV0,I0q Ď H. It is called the level of H and
H is called an E-normal subgroup of level I0.
Corollary 41. Let H be an E-normal subgroup of level I0. Then for any σ P U2npV0q,
σH is an E-normal
subgroup of level σI0. It follows that H Ď NU2npV0,I0q.
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Proof. Follows from the previous corollary and Proposition 34. 
4.5. The case M0 “ pM0qmax. In this subsection we assume that R is commutative and n ě 3. Further
pI0qmax “ pI, pM0qmaxq denotes an odd form ideal on V0 with maximal relative odd form parameter.
Proposition 34 implies that NU2npV0, pI0qmaxq “ U2npV0q, i.e. U2npV0, pI0qmaxq is normal in U2npV0q.
Lemma 42. Let σ P U2npV0q. Then σ P U2npV0, pI0qmaxq iff Conditions (i)-(iv) below are satisfied.
(i) σhh ” e mod I.
(ii) pσ0hv0qi P I for any v0 P V
ev
0 and i P Θ.
(iii) B0pσ
h0ei, v0q P I for any v0 P V
ev
0
and i P Θ.
(iv) B0ppσ
00 ´ idV0qv0, w0q P I for any v0, w0 P V
ev
0 .
Proof. Follows from Proposition 31. 
We leave it to the reader to deduce the next lemma from the last one.
Lemma 43. Let σ, τ P U2npV0q. Then σ ” τ mod U2npV0, pI0qmaxq iff Conditions (i)-(iv) below are
satisfied.
(i) σhh ” τhh mod I.
(ii) ppσ0h ´ τ0hqv0qi P I for any v0 P V
ev
0 and i P Θ.
(iii) B0ppσ
h0 ´ τh0qei, v0q P I for any v0 P V
ev
0 and i P Θ.
(iv) B0ppσ
00 ´ τ00qv0, w0q P I for any v0, w0 P V
ev
0
.
Proposition 44. Let σ P U2npV0q. Then σ P CU2npV0, pI0qmaxq iff Conditions (i)-(v) below are satisfied.
(i) σij P I for any i, j P Θ such that i ‰ j.
(ii) σii ´ σjj P I for any i, j P Θ such that i ‰ j.
(iii) pσ0hv0qi P I for any v0 P V
ev
0 and i P Θ.
(iv) B0pσ
h0ei, v0q P I for any v0 P V
ev
0 and i P Θ.
(v) B0ppσ
00 ´ idV0σiiqv0, w0q P I for any v0, w0 P V
ev
0
and i P Θ.
Proof. (ñ) Suppose that σ P CU2npV0, pI0qmaxq. Let τ P EU2npV0q. Then rσ, τ s P U2npV0, pI0qmaxq by
the definition of CU2npV0, pI0qmaxq. Hence στ ” τσ mod U2npV0, pI0qmaxq. By letting τ vary over all
elementary transvections Tijp1q pi, j P Θ, i ‰ ˘jq and Tipv0, yq pi P Θ, pv0, yq P L0q and applying Lemma
43 one gets Conditions (i)-(v).
(ð) Suppose that Conditions (i)-(v) are satisfied. Then it follows from Lemma 43 that rσ, τ s P U2npV0,
pI0qmaxq for any elementary transvection τ . Since U2npV0, pI0qmaxq is normal, it follows that σ P CU2npV0,
pI0qmaxq. 
The following lemma will be used in the proof of the Sandwich Classification Theorem 53.
Lemma 45. Let I0 “ pI,M0q be an odd form ideal. Let σ P NU2npV0,I0q X CU2npV0, pI0qmaxq such that
Q0pσeiq P M0 for any i P Θ and further Q
0prσ, τ seiq P M0 for any elementary transvection τ and i P Θ.
Then σ P CU2npV0,I0q.
Proof. Let τ be an elementary transvection and set ξ :“ rσ, τ s. In order to prove that σ P CU2npV0,I0q
it suffices to show that ξ P U2npV0,I0q (note that U2npV0,I0q is E-normal by Corollary 35). In view of
Proposition 31 it suffices to show that Q0pξv0q
.
´Q0pv0q PM0 for any v0 P V
ev
0 .
Case 1 Suppose that τ “ Tijpxq. A straightforward computation shows that
Q0pξv0q
.
´Q0pv0q “ Q
0pσeiq à a
.
`Q0pσe´jq à b
.
` p0, c
.
` c¯q
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for some a, b, c P I. Hence Q0pξv0q
.
´Q0pv0q PM0.
Case 2 Suppose that τ “ Tipw0, xq. A straightforward computation shows that
Q0pξv0q
.
´Q0pv0q “ Q
0pσeiq à a
.
` pQ0pσw0q
.
´Q0pw0qq à b
.
` pw0, xq à b
.
` p0, c
.
` c¯q
for some a P R and b, c P I. Hence Q0pξv0q
.
´Q0pv0q PM0.

5. Sandwich classification of E-normal subgroups
In this section R denotes a commutative ring with pseudoinvolution ¯. Let V denote an odd quadratic
space over pR, ¯ q such that indV ě 3. As mentioned in Definition 19, UpVq is isomorphic to an odd
hyperbolic unitary group U6pV0q where V0 is some odd quadratic space. The main goal of this section is to
classify the E-normal subgroups of U6pV0q. We start with some easy-to-check lemmas which will be used
in the proof of Theorem 52.
Lemma 46. Let G be a group and a, b, c P G. Then b
´1
ra, bcs “ rb´1, asra, cs.
The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 52 without explicit reference.
Lemma 47. Let G be a group, E a subgroup and a P G. Suppose that b P G is a product of n elements of
the form ǫa˘1 where ǫ P E. Then for any ǫ1 P E
(i) ǫ
1
b is a product of n elements of the form ǫa˘1 and
(ii) rǫ1, bs is a product of 2n elements of the form ǫa˘1.
Lemma 48. Let v P V be an isotropic element such that v´1 “ 0. Then
Te1vp0q “ T1pQ
0pvq à p´1q
.
` p0, 1¯v1 ` 1¯v1qq
´2ź
i“2
Ti,´1pviq P EU6pV0q.
Lemma 49. Let pv0, yq P L0 and x1, . . . , xn P R. Then
pv0, yq à
nÿ
i“1
xi “ p
n
.ă
i“1
pv0, yq à xiq
.
` p0,
ÿ
iąj
x¯i1¯
´1yxj ` x¯i1¯´1yxjq.
Lemma 50. Let σ P U2npV0q and i, j P Θ such that i ‰ ˘j. Then
Q0pPijσeiq “
$’&
’%
Q0pσejq, if i, j P Θ` or i, j P Θ´,
Q0pσejq
.
` p0,´pσ¯ijσ´i,j ` σ¯´j,jσjj ` σ¯ijσ´i,j ` σ¯´j,jσjj qq, if i P Θ`, j P Θ´,
Q0pσejq
.
` p0,´pσ¯´i,jσij ` σ¯jjσ´j,j ` σ¯´i,jσij ` σ¯jjσ´j,j qq, if i P Θ´, j P Θ`.
Definition 51. Let σ P U6pV0q. Then an element ζ P U6pV0q is called an elementary σ-conjugate if ζ “
τσ
or ζ “ τrσ for some τ P EU6pV0q.
Theorem 52. Let σ P U6pV0q and i, j, k, l P Θ such that k ‰ ˘l and i ‰ ˘j. Further let v0 P V
ev
0 . Then
(i) Tklpσijq is a product of 160 elementary σ-conjugates,
(ii) Tklpσi,´iq is a product of 320 elementary σ-conjugates,
(iii) Tklppσ
0hv0qiq is a product of 480 elementary σ-conjugates,
(iv) TklpB0pv0, σ
h0ejqq is a product of 480 elementary σ-conjugates,
(v) Tklpσii ´ σjjq is a product of 480 elementary σ-conjugates,
(vi) Tklpσii ´ σ´i,´iq is a product of 960 elementary σ-conjugates,
(vii) TkpQ
0pσejqq is a product of 10564 elementary σ-conjugates and
(viii) Tkppσ00 ´ idV0σjjqv0, xq is a product of 34092 elementary σ-conjugates for some x P R.
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Proof. (i) Let x P R. In Step 1 we show that Tklpxσ¯23σ21q is a product of 16 elementary σ-conjugates. In
Step 2 we show that Tklpxσ¯23σ2,´1q is a product of 16 elementary σ-conjugates. In Step 3 we show that
Tklpxσ¯23σ22q is a product of 32 elementary σ-conjugates. In Step 4 we use Steps 1-3 in order to prove (i).
Step 1. Set τ :“ T1,´2p1¯
´1σ¯23σ23qT3,´2p´1¯
´1σ¯23σ21qT3,´1p1¯
´2σ¯23σ22qT3p0, σ¯22σ21 ` σ¯22σ21q and ξ :“
σrτ .
One checks easily that pσrτvq2 “ pσvq2 for any v P V . Further rτrσe´2 “ rσe´2. It follows that pξvq2 “ v2
for any v P V and further ξe´2 “ e´2 (note that this implies that prξvq2 “ v2 for any v P V and furtherrξe´2 “ e´2). Set
ζ :“ rτ rT´2,´1p1q, rτ, σss “ rτ rT´2,´1p1q, τξs “ rrτ , T´2,´1p1qsrT´2,´1p1q, ξs,
the last equality by Lemma 46. It follows from the relations in Lemma 25 that
rrτ , T´2,´1p1qs “ T3,´1p1¯´1σ¯23σ21qT1pαq
for some α P L0. On the other hand one checks easily that
rT´2,´1p1q, ξs “ T´2pβqT12pξ11 ´ 1qT32pξ31qT´3,2pξ´3,1qT´1,2pξ´1,1q
where β “ Q0pξe1q à p´1q
.
´ p0, ξ´2,1 ` ξ¯´2,1q. Hence
ζ “ T3,´1p1¯
´1σ¯23σ21qT1pαqT´2pβqT12pξ11 ´ 1qT32pξ31qT´3,2pξ´3,1qT´1,2pξ´1,1q.
It follows from the relations in Lemma 25 that rT´1,3p´1¯xq, rT´2,3p1q, ζss “ T´2,3pxσ¯23σ21q for any x P R.
Hence we have shown
rT´1,3p´1¯xq, rT´2,3p1q,
rτ rT´2,´1p1q, rτ, σssss “ T´2,3pxσ¯23σ21q.
This implies that T´2,3pxσ¯23σ21q is a product of 16 elementary σ-conjugates. It follows from Lemma 27
that Tklpxσ¯23σ21q is a product of 16 elementary σ-conjugates.
Step 2. Step 2 can be done similarly. Namely one can show that
rT´1,3p´1¯xq, rT12p1q,
rτ rT´2,1p1q, rτ, σssss “ T´1,2pxσ¯23σ2,´1q
for any x P R where τ “ T21p1¯
´1σ¯23σ23qT31p´1¯
´1σ¯23σ22qT3,´2p1¯
´1σ¯23σ2,´1qT3p0,´σ¯22σ2,´1 ´ σ¯22σ2,´1q.
Step 3. Set τ :“ T21p´1¯
´1σ¯22σ23qT31p1¯
´1σ¯22σ22qT2,´3p1¯
´1σ¯22σ2,´1qT2p0,´σ¯23σ2,´1 ´ σ¯23σ2,´1q and ξ :“
σrτ . One checks easily that pσrτvq2 “ pσvq2 for any v P V . Further rτrσe´2 “ rσe´2. It follows that pξvq2 “ v2
for any v P V and further ξe´2 “ e´2. Set
ζ :“ rτ rT32p1q, rτ, σss “ rτ rT32p1q, τξs “ rrτ , T32p1qsrT32p1q, ξs.
It follows from the relations in Lemma 25 that η :“ rrτ , T32p1qs “ T31p´1¯´1σ¯22σ23qT3pαqT3,´2paq for some
α P L0 and a P R. On the other hand one checks easily that θ :“ rT32p1q, ξs “ T´2pβq
ś
i‰˘2
Ti2pxiq for some
β P L0 and x1, x3, x´3, x´1 P R. Set
χ :“ rηrT12p1q, ζs “ rηrT12p1q, ηθs “ rrη, T12p1qsrT12p1q, θs.
It follows from the relations in Lemma 25 that rrη, T12p1qs “ T32p1¯´1σ¯22σ23qT3pγqT3,´1pbq for some γ P L0
and b P R and rT12p1q, θs “ T´2pδq for some δ P L0. Hence χ “ T32p1¯
´1σ¯22σ23qT3pγqT3,´1pbqT´2pδq.
Therefore
rT´2,3pp1¯q3x¯q, rT2,´1p1q, χss “ T´2,´1p´p1¯q31¯
´1x¯σ¯22σ23q “ T12pxσ¯23σ22q
for any x P R, again by the relations in Lemma 25. Hence we have shown
rT´2,3pp1¯q3x¯q, rT2,´1p1q,
rηrT12p1q, rτ rT32p1q, rτ, σsssss “ T12pxσ¯23σ22q.
This implies that T12pxσ¯23σ22q is a product of 32 elementary σ-conjugates. It follows from Lemma 27 that
Tklpxσ¯23σ22q is a product of 32 elementary σ-conjugates.
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Step 4. Set I :“ Ipσ¯23σ21, σ¯23σ2,´1q, J :“ Ipσ¯23σ21, σ¯23σ2,´1, σ¯23σ22q and τ :“ rrσ, T12p´σ¯23qs. One
checks easily that
τ11 “ 1´ rσ11σ¯23σ21 ` 1¯´1rσ1,´2σ23σ´1,1
“ 1´ rσ11 σ¯23σ21loomoon
PI
´1¯´3 σ¯2,´1σ23looomooon
PI
σ´1,1,
the last equality by Proposition 23, and
τ12 “ ´rσ11σ¯23σ22 ` 1¯´1rσ1,´2σ23σ´1,2 ` τ11σ¯23
“ ´rσ11 σ¯23σ22loomoon
PJ
´1¯´3 σ¯2,´1σ23looomooon
PJ
σ´1,2 ` τ11σ¯23,
again the last equality by Proposition 23. Hence τ11 ” 1 mod I and τ12 ” σ¯23 mod J (note that I Ď J).
Set ζ :“ P13P21τ . Then ζ22 “ τ11 and ζ23 “ τ12 and hence ζ¯23ζ22 ” σ23 mod I` J¯ . Applying Step 3 above to
ζ, we get that Tklpζ¯23ζ22q is a product of 32 elementary ζ-conjugates. Since any elementary ζ-conjugate is a
product of 2 elementary σ-conjugates, it follows that Tklpζ¯23ζ22q is a product of 64 elementary σ-conjugates.
Thus, by Steps 1-3, Tklpσ23q is a product of 64`16`16`16`16`32 “ 160 elementary σ-conjugates. Since
one can bring σij to position p3, 2q by conjugating elementary permutations, the assertion of (i) follows.
(ii) One checks easily that pTjip1qσqj,´i “ σi,´i`σj,´i. Applying (i) to
Tjip1qσ we get that Tklpσi,´i`σj,´iq is
a product of 160 elementary σ-conjugates (note that any elementary Tjip1qσ-conjugate is also an elementary
σ-conjugate). Applying (i) to σ we get that Tklpσj,´iq is a product of 160 elementary σ-conjugates. It
follows that Tklpσi,´iq “ Tklpσi,´i ` σj,´iqTjip´σj,´iq is a product of 320 elementary σ-conjugates.
(iii) Choose an x P R such that pv0, xq P L0. One checks easily that p
T´jpv0,xqσqij “ σij´σi,´jǫ´jx¯`pσ
0hv0qi.
Applying (i) to T´jpv0,xqσ we get that Tklpσij ´ σi,´jǫ´jx¯ ` pσ
0hv0qiq is a product of 160 elementary σ-
conjugates. Applying (i) to σ we get that Tklp´σijq and Tklpσi,´jǫ´jx¯q each are a product of 160 elemen-
tary σ-conjugates. It follows that Tklppσ
0hv0qiq “ Tklpσij ´ σi,´jǫ´jx¯` pσ
0hv0qiqTklp´σijqTklpσi,´jǫ´jx¯q is
a product of 480 elementary σ-conjugates.
(iv) Choose an x P R such that pv0, xq P L0. One checks easily that p
Tipv0,xqσqij “ ´ǫiB0pv0, σ
h0ejq `
σij ` ǫixσ´i,j. Applying (i) to
Tip´1qσ we get that TklpB0pv0, σ
h0ejq ´ ǫ
´1
i σij ´ xσ´i,jq is a product of
160 elementary σ-conjugates. Applying (i) to σ we get that Tklpǫ
´1
i σijq and Tklpxσ´i,jq each are a prod-
uct of 160 elementary σ-conjugates. It follows that TklpB0pv0, σ
h0ejqq “ TklpB0pv0, σ
h0ejq ´ ǫ
´1
i σij ´
xσ´i,jqTklpǫ
´1
i σijqTklpxσ´i,jq is a product of 480 elementary σ-conjugates.
(v) One checks easily that pTjip1qσqji equals σii ´ σjj ` σji ´ σij . Applying (i) to
Tjip1qσ we get that
Tklpσii ´ σjj ` σji ´ σijq is a product of 160 elementary σ-conjugates. Applying (i) to σ we get that
Tklpσijq and Tklp´σjiq each are a product of 160 elementary σ-conjugates. It follows that Tklpσii ´ σjjq “
Tklpσii ´ σjj ` σji ´ σijqTklpσijqTklp´σjiq is a product of 480 elementary σ-conjugates.
(vi) Follows from (v) since Tklpσii ´ σ´i,´iq “ Tklpσii ´ σjjqTklpσjj ´ σ´i,´iq.
(vii) Set m :“ 160. In Step 1 we show that if x P R, then TkpQ
0pσe1q à σ11xq is a product of 25m ` 4
elementary σ-conjugates. In Step 2 we use Step 1 in order to prove (vii).
Step 1. Set u :“ e´2rσ´1,´1 ´ e´1rσ´1,´2 P Vh and v :“ rσu. Then clearly v´1 “ 0. Further v is
isotropic since u is isotropic and rσ is unitary. By Lemma 48 we have Te1vp0q P EU6pV0q. By Lemma 10,ČTe1vp0q “ Te1,´vp0q since Bpv, vq “ Bprσu, rσuq “ Bpu, uq “ 0. Set ξ :“ σTe1,´vp0q “ Tσe1,´up0q. One checks
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ξhh “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
1´ σ11σ21 σ11σ11 0 0 0 0
´σ21σ21 1` σ21σ11 0 0 0 0
´σ31σ21 σ31σ11 1 0 0 0
´σ´3,1σ21 σ´3,1σ11 0 1 0 0
β¯ α σ´3,1σ11 ´1¯
´1σ31σ11 1´ 1¯
´1σ21σ11 ´1¯
´1σ11σ11
γ β ´σ´3,1σ21 1¯
´1σ31σ21 1¯
´1σ21σ21 1` 1¯
´1σ11σ21
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
where α “ σ´2,1σ11 ` σ´2,1σ11, β “ σ´1,1σ11 ´ σ´2,1σ11 and γ “ ´σ´1,1σ21 ´ σ´1,1σ21. Further
ξh0pejq “
$’&
’%
´σh0e1σ21, if j “ 1,
σh0e1σ11, if j “ 2,
0, if j ‰ 1, 2,
, ξ0hpw0q “ ´uB0pσ
h0e1, w0q and ξ
00 “ idV0 .
Set
τ :“ T´3,1pσ´3,1σ21qT´3,2p´σ´3,1σ11q.
It follows from (i) that τ is a product of 2m elementary σ-conjugates. Then
pξτqhh “
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
˚ σ11σ11 0 0 0 0
˚ 1` σ21σ11 0 0 0 0
˚ σ31σ11 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0
˚ α` δ 0 ˚ ˚ ˚
˚ β ´ ǫ 0 ˚ ˚ ˚
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
where δ “ 1¯´1σ31σ11σ´3,1σ11, ǫ “ 1¯
´1σ31σ21σ´3,1σ11 and a ˚ stands for an entry we are not interested in
very much. Further pξτqh0 “ ξh0, pξτq0h “ ξ0h and pξτq00 “ ξ00. Let x P R and set
ζ :“Te1,´vp0qrT2,´3pxq, rTe1vp0q, σsτ s
“Te1,´vp0qrT2,´3pxq, Te1vp0qξτ s
“rTe1,´vp0q, T2,´3pxqsrT2,´3pxq, ξτ s.
Clearly ζ is a product of 4m` 4 elementary σ-conjugates. It follows from the relations in Lemma 25 that
rTe1,´vp0q, T2,´3pxqs
“T1p0, xv¯´2v´3 ` xv¯´2v´3qqT2,´1pxv´3qT1,´3p1¯
´1xv¯´2q
“T1p0, a` a¯qT1,´2pbqT1,´3pxpσ11σ22 ´ σ12σ21qq
for some a, b P Ipσ21, σ23q. With a little effort one can show that
rT2,´3pxq, ξτ s “ T1,´3p´xσ11σ11qT2,´3p´xσ21σ11qT´2,´3p´xpα` δqqT´1,´3p´xpβ ´ ǫqqT3pχq
where χ “ Q0pσe1q à σ11x
.
` p0, c ` c¯q for some c P Ipσ31, σ´2,1q. Hence
ζ “T1p0, a ` a¯qT1,´2pbqT1,´3pxpσ11pσ22 ´ σ11q ´ σ12σ21qq¨
¨ T2,´3p´xσ21σ11qT´2,´3p´xpα` δqqT´1,´3p´xpβ ´ ǫqqT3pχq.
It follows from (i), (ii), (v) and relation (R9) in Lemma 25 that T3pχq is a product of 4m` 4` 4m` 2m`
4m`m`3m`3m “ 21m`4 elementary σ-conjugates. By (i) and relation (S5) in Lemma 25, T3p0,´c´ c¯q
is a product of 4m elementary σ-conjugates. Hence T3pQ
0pσe1q à σ11xq “ T3pχqT3p0,´c´ c¯q is a product
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of 25m ` 4 elementary σ-conjugates. It follows from Lemma 27 that TkpQ
0pσe1q à σ11xq is a product of
25m` 4 elementary σ-conjugates.
Step 2. Clearly
1 “ prσσe1q1 “ prσhhσhhe1q1 ` prσ0hσh0e1q1loooooomoooooon
x:“
“
ÿ
sPΘ
rσ1sσs1 ` x.
It follows from Lemma 49 that
TkpQ
0pσe1qq
“TkpQ
0pσe1q à p
ÿ
sPΘ
rσ1sσs1 ` xqq
“Tkp
´1
.ă
s“1
Q0pσe1q à rσ1sσs1looooooooooooomooooooooooooon
A:“
.
`Q0pσe1q à xloooooomoooooon
B:“
.
`p0, y ` y¯qloooomoooon
C:“
q
“TkpAqTkpBqTkpCq
for some y P IpFhpσe1qq (note that Q
0pσe1q P L0 by Proposition 23). By Step 1, TkpQ
0pσe1q à rσ11σ11q is a
product of 25m`4 elementary σ-conjugates. By (i) and relation (R8) in Lemma 25, TkpQ
0pσe1q à rσ1sσs1q
is a product of 3m elementary σ-conjugates if s ‰ ˘1. By (ii) and relation (R8), TkpQ
0pσe1q à rσ1,´1σ´1,1q
is a product of 6m elementary σ-conjugates. Hence TkpAq is a product of 43m`4 elementary σ-conjugates.
By (iv) and relation (R8), TkpBq is a product of 9m elementary σ-conjugates (note that σ
h0e1 P V
ev
0
). Since
Fhpσe1q “ ´
3ř
r“1
σ¯r11¯
´1σ´r,1, it follows from (i), (ii) and relation (R9) in Lemma 25 that TkpCq is a product
of 4m ` 2m ` 2m “ 8m elementary σ-conjugates. Hence TkpQ
0pσe1qq is a product of 60m ` 4 “ 9604
elementary σ-conjugates. The assertion of (vii) follows now from Lemma 50.
(viii) Choose an x P R such that pv0, xq P L0. Set ξ :“
T´jpv0,xqσ. One checks easily that
ξh0ej “ σ
00v0 ´ v0σjj ` σ
h0ej ´ σ
h0e´jǫ´jx¯` v0σj,´jǫ´jx¯´ v0pσ
0hv0qj .
By applying (vii) to ξ we get that TkpQ
0pξejqq “ Tkpξ
h0ej , aq is a product of 10564 elementary σ-conjugates
where a is some ring element. By applying (vii) to σ we get that TkpQ
0pσejq à p´1qq “ Tkp´σ
h0ej , bq and
TkpQ
0pσe´jq à ǫ´jx¯q “ Tkpσ
h0e´jǫ´jx¯, cq each are a product of 10564 elementary σ-conjugates where b
and c are some ring elements. By (ii) and relation (R8) in Lemma 25, Tkp´v0σj,´jǫ´jx¯, dq is a product of
3 ¨ 320 “ 960 elementary σ-conjugates where d is some ring element. By (iii) and relation (R8) in Lemma
25, Tkpv0pσ
0hv0qj , fq is a product of 3 ¨ 480 “ 1440 elementary σ-conjugates where f is some ring element.
It follows that
Tkpξ
h0ej , aqTkp´σ
h0ej , bqTkpσ
h0e´jǫ´jx¯, cqTkp´v0σj,´jǫ´jx¯, dqTkpv0pσ
0hv0qj , fq “ Tkpσ
00v0 ´ v0σjj, x
1q
is a product of 3 ¨ 10564` 960` 1440 “ 34092 elementary σ-conjugates where x1 is some ring element. 
We can now deduce our main result from Theorems 38 and 52.
Sandwich Classification Theorem 53. Let H be a subgroup of U6pV0q. Then H is E-normal iff
EU6pV0,I0q Ď H Ď CU6pV0,I0q (6)
for some odd form ideal I0. Furthermore, I0 is uniquely determined, namely it is the level of H.
Proof. First suppose that H is E-normal. Let I0 denote the level of H. Then EU6pV0,I0q Ď H. It remains
to show that H Ď CU6pV0,I0q. Let σ P H. By Corollary 41 we have σ P NU6pV0,I0q. Theorem 52
and Proposition 44 imply that σ P CU6pV0, pI0qmaxq. Further Theorem 52 implies that Q
0pσeiq P M0 for
any i P Θ and Q0prσ, τ seiq P M0 for any elementary transvection τ and i P Θ. It follows from Lemma
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45 that σ P CU6pV0,I0q. Thus we have shown that (6) holds. Conversely, suppose that (6) holds for
some odd form ideal I0. Then it follows from the standard commutator formula in Theorem 38 that H is
E-normal. The uniqueness of I0 follows from the standard commutator formula and the easy-to-check fact
that EU6pV0,I0q Ď U6pV0,J0q ô I0 Ď J0. 
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